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METHODS OF SHEEP IIU3BAUD2Y IB IILIIiOIS
I
Early History of the Sheep Industry in Illinois *
No mention of sheep is made in the early history of
the Illinois Territory. The first sheer were probably
"brought into the Territory in 1797 "by settlers from Virginia. Oth-
er settlers who came into the new country at a later date brought
livestock including sheep. These sheep were of the nondescript
type common in the eastern states. Tuolves were a source of much
annoyance to sheep breeders. As the Territory, and after 1018 as
the State, Illinois became more densely populated, sheep began to
be kept in considerable numbers. For a long time it was necessary
to pen the sheep at night and watch them during the day, and even
then the wolves would occasionally kill some.
The flocks were small and were usually kept for the
wool they produced. At this time the flesh was not considered fit
to eat. The wool was used largely for garments for the family and
was made into clothing by home industry. About 1840 there was a
great movement of sheep to the western states of Illinois, "Wiscon-
sin, Iowa, and Missouri. These sheep were rrincipally Terinos and
°-ood graces, in which no blood could be said to predominate although
they resembled the leceister. They were driven overland in large
* ^Special report on the History and Present Condition of the
Sheep Industry of the United States'.' United States Jepart-
of Agriculture, by
Ezra A. Carman, H. A. Heath, and John Linto.

2in large bands. At this time Sangamon County in which Springfield
is located, was the center of the v/ool growing industry in the .State
and with the exception of one county in California, produced more
wool than any county in the United States.
The sheep industry increased rapidly as the flock-
owners learned the proper management of sheep on the prairies.
Wool was the principal source of profit and many realized one hun-
dred per cent on their investment from the wool and lambs. The
cost of maintainance was small, not over fifty cents per head. The
use of blue grass pasture made this possible. The sheep could be
carried the entire winter on blue grass pasture, and harvested
feeds were needed only when the snow was very deep.
The Spanish Merino breed was the favorite, esrecially
in the northern part of the state. The French Merino was popular
in the southern part. The Saxony Merino, Cotswold, leceister, and
the Southdown had been introduced and seemed to do better than in
the older states. In 1857 the Illinois Stock Importing Associa-
tion sent a committee to England to buy improved stock, particular-
ly cattle. They purchased some Cotswold and Southdown sheep which
were sold at auction in Springfield. The jojularity of the long
and middle wools was increased by their distribution and by the
consumption of mutton which was now large enough to be considered.
The Merino easily held first place although the demand for long,
coarse wool at the time of the Civil HTar, increased the use of
leceister and Cotswold blood to a great extent.
In 1865 there we "re in the state about 5,000,000 sheep
which sheared 12,000,000 pounds of wool. This was the highest
1
point reached in the production of sheep and wool in Illinois,
tfool was worth fifty cents jer pound in 1822. In 1860 wool was a
drug on the market twenty- three and twenty-five cents jer pound,
but in 1862 and 1863, it went up to one dollar per pound. The t eo-
ple did not realize that the price would eventually drop and fabu-
lous prices were paid for sheep. Experienced men paid as much as
three and four hundred dollars for rams and a rrice of one thous-
and dollars is recorded. Eastern "breeders took advantage of this
demand and sold culls and diseased sheep which were not worthy of
a place in any flock.
./hen the war closed, the prices for sheep and wool
broke. wool went begging at twenty- five cents jer round and thous-
ands of sheep were slaughtered for their pelts and tallow. The
census of 10 70 showed half as many sheep as there were in 1865.
At this time ravages by sheep-killing dogs were first mentioned.
Interest in fine wools decreased very markedly, but
more attention was now given to mutton sheep. A protective tariff
in 186 7 gave an impetus to the breeding of fine wools and Lerinos
and Merino crosses increased a little. There was a decrease in
the number of sheep kept from 18 70 to 1880; but there was an in-
crease in the amount of wool clipped 4 due to the improvement of
the fleece of the I.'erino and to the heavier fleecn of the mutton
sheep
.
In 1881 and 1882 the demand for sheep was the great-
est in the history of the state. Farmers sold their cattle and
purchased sheep. The mutton type was the one most sought because
there was a market for mutton and the mutton sheer sheared a heavy

fleece. The popularity of the Merino had been injured by a ser-
ies of fleece washings which showed a great shrinkage in the
fleeces of the fine wools. The interest declined after two years
and many men who had flocks neglected them. Interest ir. sheep
continued to decline until in 1890 there were only 638,387 where
there had been 1,037,073 in 1880. This was due to the low price
of mutton, to the destruction by dogs, to the rise ir. the value
of land, and to the increase in dairy farming.
It is interesting in this connection to study the maps
showing the distribution of sheep by counties in 1850, 1870, 1890,
and 1910.* These show that in 1850 Sangamon County was the center
of the sheep industry. In 1870 Lake County was first with Shelby,
Edgar, and Vermillion Counties almost as densely populated. In
1890 we find Lake County easily first. In 1910 the population
shifted to the south and Macoupin County was first. The tendency
has been for the greatest numbers of sheer to settle in the
rougher, cheaper lands out of the corn belt and the dairy regions.
* These populations were secured from the United States Census
Reports for 1850, 1870, 1890, and 1910. Each dot represents
1000 sheep.
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9The nut ton type gradually replaced the Merino, duo to
the increased denand for mutton and the low price of wool. At the
Chicago Fat Stock Show in 1685, the Southdown, Shroj-
shire, Hampshire, Gotswold, Lincoln, and leceister "breeds of the
mutton type were represented. A yearling Shropshire was the "best
wether showed. Importation practically ceased during Civil >Var
time, for the people then turned to the production of wool; hut
now many Southdowns were again imported. Shropshires were first
advertised In 1880 and after 1883 interest in them developed very
rapidly. This breed proved to he well adajted to the corn-belt
region and crossed well with pure Merinos and Merino grades.
To get et the present status of the sheep industry in
Illinois, quest ionaires were jrepared under the direction of Prof-
essor Coffey and sent to sheep breeders of the State.
The questionaires were as complete as it was possible
to make then and yet have the questions in such form as to be read-
ily answered. They were &s follows:
Ilumber
METHODS OF SHEEX HUSBAHDEY
note- It is not expected that each party addressed will be
able to answer all the questions submitted below. An earnest
effort to answer as many as possible will be appreciated.
1 Size of farm Value per acre
2 Do you own or rent? If you rent give terms of lease and
whether for cash or share end what share.
Z Number of sheep.
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4 Kind and number of livestock other than sheep.
5 Row long engaged in sheep raising?
6 Breeding of ewes kert - what "breed, grades or pure hreds?
7 At what ap"e are your ev/es when they produce lambs for the
first time?
8 At what age are your eves when disposed of "because they are
no longer useful for "breeding rurroses?
9 Do you retain ewe lambs to replace ewes no longer useful for
breeding? Where do you purchase ewes and at what price?
10 Of the total number of ewes placed with ram what percent
fa) fail to breed?
(h) fail to raise lamhs?
11 (a) How many ewes do you "breed to one ram? (b) Do you allow
the ram to run with ewes all the time during "breeding season
or do you allow him with them for a limited time during each
day? If the latter, for how long?
IS Percent of ewes that fell to suckle lambs well.
13 Breeding of rams used - what breed, trades or rure hreds.
14 Where do you purchase breeding rtrrs fmd at what cost?
15 Age and approximate weight of rams.
16 lo you use rams of the same "hre^d continuously? If not,
how often do you chenre, snd ^ive reasons for so doing?
17 Eow many seasons do you keep the same r£m? Jo you breed
him to his get?
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18 Give time of lambing-; ^ive approximate time when first
lam"bs are "born; the last.
19 Cn the basis of the number of ewes placed with rams give per
cent of lambs raised to marketable age.
2C At what age do you wean your lambs and hov. do you treat
them afterward?
£1 Do you dock and castrate lambs? At what age? If not, why?
22 How do you feed and care for your ewes fa) from time they
are bred until th^y lamb; fb) from lambing until lambs are
weaned; fc) after weaning until time for brooding?
23 How do you care for your rams fa) during breeding season;
fb) out of breeding season? fc) Do you allow them to run
with the ewes during the jeriod of pregnancy?
24 Do you feed grain, hay, or other fends to l^mbs while they
are suckling; whet and hov; much? At what ape do yon begin
and how long do you continue? Do you have special crops
such as rye or rrpe for eves and lambs during the suckling
period?
Crops grownon the farm. Yield.
26 Amount of grain and hay cold from the farm.
27 i'eods purchased.
28 Kow many months are your sheep allowed on pastures and fields
and over how much of your farm are they allowed to graze in
a twelve month jeriod?
29 What kinds of pasture, forage, and aftermath are grazed over
by sheep during the year? If possible state acreage of each.
Give estimate of value of pasture and forage consumed by
sheep. To what extent do the sheep share pasture with other
livestock? If you have a record of. the number of sheep and
the number of days thoy were allowed on certain areas of
pasture, forage, or aftermath, kindly submit same.
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30 Bow many months are sheep fed harvested foods and name the
kinds of fe°ds used.
31 If rocsihle state the amounts of fed and the cost of pro-
ducing these feeds.
252 State cost and nature of "buildings used for sheer •
53 G-ive estimate on total cost of maintaining sheep for twelve
months, including such items as cost o^ harvested feds,
pasture, labor, shelter, interest on investment, etc.
34 Give time of marketing lambs and sheep. Approximate weight
of lakhs and of sheep at time of marketing.
35 Do you ship to market direct or sell to local "butchers or
drovers? What conditions in your locality, if any, discour-
age shipping direct to the open market?
36 If possible, state net prices received per cwt. or per head
for sheep and lambs in
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
37 Give method of shearing and average weight of fleece.
38 Tethod of shearing, by hand or by machine; cost per head;
kind of twine used; kind of sacks and cost.
39 Do you dir your sheep; how often: what dip do you use?
40 Do you market your wool clear, and comparatively free from
burs and taps?
41 Methods of marketing wool- i.e., to local dealer, to buyers
from distance, to wool commission houses, or to woolen mills?
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42 Net prices received for wool per pound in
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
43 State total annual income from sales of fa) sheer f"b)
lambs ( c ) woo] .
44 What valuation would you place on the manure from one hun-
dred sleep for one year?
45 3ive reasons for keeping sheer on your farm.
46 Wha1 are the greatest discouragements to keeping sheep in
your community? Do logs, internal parasites, external par-
asites, lack of marketing facilities, and in&de-iuate fenc-
ing belong in this list? Which one is the greatest drew
hack?
47 Is the keeping of sheep as a regular practice on increase
or decrease in your community? Why?
48 Have any important changes taken place in the breeding of
the sheep in your community in recent years, such as the
more common use of jure bred rams, the changing from one
breed to another, or the use of western ewes?
Ilame
lost Office
County State Dtte
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Seventy-eiph t quest ionaires were sent out. The
addresses were supplied "by recognized sheep "breeders tnd Prof-
essor Coffey. Twenty-eirht quest ionaires which were rrore or less
complete"!;" ansvered, were returned. mhe ansv^rs cone -Prom twelve
counties and in a measure ray "be considered representative of the
conditions in the state.
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Results obtained from Questionaires
The fo Ilowing tabulations are summaries of:
QUESTICr 1 Size of farm
.
Value pe r acre -
QUESTION 2 Do yon own your farr or rent?
'
If you rent
"•ive tern of lease and 1whether for cash or shares and what shares.
QUES TIOIJ 5 Fow long enfa^ed in sheer raising?
ITo. ^\ner or
renter
Acreage
of farm
Value
acrp
per Humber
ience
years exrer- County
with sheep
1 Owner 408 | 80 15 I'.acoupin
M Renter 2 70 100 17 I'.acoupin
Owner 230 125 30 Greene
c Owner 160 140 1 Greene
8 Renter 500 100 Crawford
9 Renter 110 100 12 Crawford
17 Renter 500 175 Je B lit
20
fOwne r
^Renter
200 250 14 Dewitt
24 Renter nr o fi 150 6
2o Renter 20 Dev. itt
Renter 195 350 25 De7.'itt
£6 Renter 174 250 14 Stark
40 Renter 300 150 15 Stark
Owner 160 23^ Eenry
42
(Owner
y enter
240 200 Knox
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:.To
.
Owner or
renter
Acreaf
e
of farm
Value rer
acre ience
• year
with
exper
eep
County
46 Owner 202 vloO 1 Tazewell
#9 Renter 160 300 1 Ea*ewell
51 Owner 200 200 4 Tazewell
Renter 170 250 10 Tazewell
K^.D «J Renter 160 250 25 Tazewell
62 Renter 240 80 10 Coles
69 Ov.ner 146 75 4 Coles
71 Owner 341 100 50 Coles
72 Owner 62 ICO 12 Cumberland
73
jOwner
^ tor
800 100 40 Coles
76 Owner 310 150 5 Warren
79 Owner 1117 150 7 Ireene
220 Owner 600 160 12 Ogle
rr welve of those reporting own their farms
,
thirteen
rout for either cash or grain rent, and three o vvn some land and
rent the remainder. There were answers from twelve counties as
follows; Je'witt five, Tazewell five, Coles four, Creene three,
Crawford two, otark two, Macoupin two, Warren one, Cumberland one,
Knox one, Henry one, Ogle one.
The following tabulation shows the answers to:
QUESTIOH 3 Number of sheep.
QUESTION 4 Kind and number of livestock other than
sheer
.
QUESTION 6 Breeding of ewes kept - what brood, grades
or pure breds?
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ITo. Eorses &
mules
Cattle Eogrs Sheep Acres per
sheer
Breeding of
she or
1 28 40 70 60 6 4/5 Pure Oxford
O 12 • 275 9/10 Pure Hamhonillet
R
6
20
10 30
60
85
60
41
3 5/6 Pure Cotswold and
Shropshire
Grade Shropshire
8 20 b 40 G-ra 3 e Shropshj,re
O9 25 4 2/5 Grade Shropshire
20 90 100 200 Pure Shropshire
20 6 6 50 95 2 ^/19 Grade Shrorshii^e
24 20 60 100 124 «j 1/ 1 c Grade Western
50 Grade Western
35
56
9
10
12
10
25
10
57
50
5 8/19
5 12/25
Grade Shropshire
and Merino
Pure Shropshire
59 20 19 70 40 4 Grade Shrorshire
A /~\40 15 25 75 3 00 5 Grade Shropshire
4<c 50 4 4/5 Pure Shropshire
46 40 105 ] v 15 7/17 Pure Oxford
49 7 6 30 12 12 1/3 Pure Oxford
51 10 30 40 15 13 1/5 Grades
18 20 50 C O /T Grad es
DO 6 17 21 10 16 trades
nAn
<i00 1 1/5 Grade ohrojshire
£ Q po 11 r; nOU 2<i b 7/11 Grade ohropshire
1 X 1U 4 r 90 5b b 1/11 Grade Shropshire
1
I c 4 25 2 12/25 Pure Shrorshire
75 25 54 18/25 Grade Shropshire
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Ho. Horses Cattle Hogs
Se mules
Sheep Acres per Breeding of
sheep sheep
76 11 6 100 100 2 1/10 Grade Western
79 125 90 200 125 8 11/12 lure Shropshire
220 45 200 200 SO 20 Grade Shropshire
Number of
farms
Acreage Average
size
Average number Pure hred Grade
sheer in flock flocks flocks
1 50-100 62 25 - 1
7 100-1 60 149 1/7 25 16
8 161-240 206 1/8 70 3 5
4 241-320 S85i 123 2 2
6 321-640 454 5/6 85 2 4
2 800&1117 958-i 74 11
Breed of sheey Number keeping flocks
lure Oxford 3
Pure liambouillet 1
Cotswold and Shropshire 1
Grade western 3
Grades 3
Grade Shropshire and 1
Merino
Grade Shropshire 11
lure Shropshire 5
Ten of those who answer keep pure "bred flocks, and
eighteen have grades* Two f those who have p-rades use western
ewes and one uses western prides "but is working into p*rade Shrop-
shire. Eleven keep "rade Shropshires and five have rur«= "bred
Shrorshires
.
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QUESTION 7 At what age are your ewes when they jro-
duce lambs for the first time?
Sixteen breed their ewes so that they produce lambs for
the first time when two years old. Wine breed the ev.es to lamb at
one year to a year and a half, and one man does not have the ewes
lamb until they are three years old. Cne gives an indefinite ans-
wer and one does not make any statement
.
QUESTIOU 8 At what age are your ewes when disposed of
because they are no lonrer useful for
breeding purposes?
One disposes of his ewes when they are four years old,
one sells them at four to six years, and another at six to eight
years. At five years, nine dispose of their ewes, and three sell
them at six to nine years. Two do not keep their ewes very lonp
as they buy and sell according to market conditions. Five keep
their ewes as 1 onp> as their mouths are food and they keep vigor-
ous and thrifty. Four do not answer. From these answers one
learns that the ewes are sold at five years in most cases before
they begin to go b r ck in vigor and constitution.
QUESTION 9 Do you retain ewe lambs to replace ewes no
longer useful for breeding? Where do you
purchase breeding ewes and at what price?
Twenty- three breeders retain ewe lambs to ret lace ewes
no longer useful in the flock. Three rerort they sometimes do and
one man never does so.
The breeders from whom e^es have been purchased are:
Max Chapman of Ohio, Truesdale and Merril, Totten, George Allen,
John Kiolin, E, E. Ballinger, and Stone. Two men purchased ewes
in Canada at prices of fifteen and thirty dollars. Two have
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-purchased ewes on the Chicago market at prices of $4.25 to 6.00
per hundred weight. One bought ewes in Kansas City at four and
five dollars.
QUESTION 10 Cf the total number of ewes placed with
ran, what rercent
fa) fail to bre-d?
Mb) fail to r&ise ] ambs 9
The number of ewes that fail to bre^d is as follows:
Eone 6
Very few 4
1 to 8# 12
7 % 1
10 % 3
20 $ 1
The number that fail to raise lambs is as follows:
Hone rro
Very few o
1 ,j 1
ft j£ § jQ 6
q L 4. 1
10 % 8
tm o*v
15 % O
Tt will be snen that the number of ewes that fail to
breed does not exceed five rercent except in five oases. Ten
rerort very few or none and tv.elve rerort from one to five per-
cent. This percentage is small when one considers that usually
each year the breeder has a number of untried ewes and that the
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flocks as a "hole are small.
In regard to the number of ewes that fail to raise
lambs; five report none or very few, eight report one to eight and
one-half percent, eight retort ten percent, and four over ten per-
cent .
QUESTION 12 Percent of ewes that fail to suckle lambs
we 1 1
.
The percent of ewes failing to suckle lambs well is
p-iven as -follows: ten none or very few; eight one to si:-: percent;
three over six percent. This jercentQ"e is very low and shows
that the ewes receive attention at least during lambing.
QUESTION 11 fa) How many ewes do you "breed to one ram
(b) Do you allow him to run with the ewes
all the time- during the "breeding season,
or do you allow him with them for a lim-
ited time each day? If the latter, for
how long?
The summary of the answers to this Question is as fol-
lows.- Three men "breed their ram to twelve, "fourteen, and sixteen
ewes resjoctivniy : eleven breed the ram to twenty or thirty ewes;
ten to thirty to forty-five ewes and three to fifty ewes. Several
of the men state that while their flocks are small, they think tl e
ram capable of breeding fifty ewes, and one man states that the
ram should cover one hundred ev.es if not with th^m continually.
Twenty- four broeders aliens the ram to run v. ith the
ewes continually during the breeding season. One man allows the
ram in with the ewes a half day at a time. Another man uses two
rams and by turning out a ram wearing an apron and whose breast is
smeared with paint, he can find the ewes in heat , ; nl then cdi
pet a record of when served and b:yT which ram.
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QUEST T Oil 13 Breeding- of rams used - what "breed, grades
or jure breds.
QUESTION 14 7/here do you purchase "breeding rams and
at what cost.
uses jure "bred Oxford, imported and costing soventy-five
doll ars
.
uses pure bred Hamboui] let from nrepon or I icliip-an costing
one hundred an<3 fifty to two hundrM and fifty dollars.
uses jure brod Shropshire or Cotswold rams -purchased from the
imjorters at forty to fifty dollars.
uses jure' bred Shropshire rams from Iowa breeders at a cost
of twenty to tMrty dollars.
uses jure bred Shroj shires purchased at a cost of twenty- five
dollars from local breeders.
uses jure bred Shrojshires purchased locally about twenty- t^o
and a half dollars each.
uses jure bred Llerino or Shrojshire rams jurchased from Ill-
inois breeders at a cost of fifty dollars.
uses pure bred Shrojshires purchased at the International,
State Ffcirs, or from 0. Howard Davidson, Georg-e Allan, and
J. F. Greene.
is usin£ this .year two Homney J.'arsh , one Hampshire, and one
Shrojshire. All wore purchased at the International at a
cost of twelve to thirty- thre^ dollars.
uses jure bred Shrojshires purchased locally.
uses jure bred Shropshire or Delaine rams rurchased in Ohio
or Illinois at a cost of fifteen to fifty dollars.
uses jure bred Shrojshires, purchased Ideally for fifteen
do 11 ars
uses pure bred Shropshire rams purchased locally at a cost
of fifteen to twenty-five dollars.
uses jure bred Shrojshire rams pure! ased locally at a cost
of fifteen to twenty dollars.
uses jure bred Shropshires rurchased locally for twenty-five
dollars
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11 o.
46* uses jure bred Oxfcrds purchased from Stone for thirty dollars
49 * uses Oxford grades purchased locally at a cost of six and one
half dollars each.
51 uses grade Shropshires, purchased locally at a cost of fif-
teen dollars.
52 uses grade Shropshires purchased locally.
53 uses grade Oxford rams purchased from shippers.
62 uses pure "bred Shropshire rams purchase! locally.
69 uses pure "bred Shropshire from Chas. Armstrong at a cost of
ten dollars.
71 uses pure bred Shropshires purchased from local shippers.
72* uses pure bred Shropshire rams purchased from local breeders.
73 uses pure bred Shropshires purchased from local breeders.
76 "uses piire bred Shropshires purchased from breeders at a cost
of twenty-five dollars.
79* uses pure bred Shropshires purchased from breeders like
Earding at a cost of one hundred and twenty-five dollars.
220 uses pure bred Shropshires purchased in locality at a cost of
twenty-five dollars.
* Pure bred flocks.
Twenty complete answers were received to these ques-
tions. In the eight incomplete ones, the cost of breeding rams
viras not given. Seventeen use jure bred Shroj shire rams; two grade
Shropshires; two pure bred Oxfords; two grade Oxfords; one pure
bred Rambouillet; one pure bred Rojnney Marsh, Hampshire, and Shrop-
shire; one uses pure bred Shropshire and Merino; one pure bred
Shropshire and Cotswold; one jure bred Shropshire and Delaine.
fourteen purchase rams locally at a cost of six and a
half to twenty-five dollars each; two at the International and
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and State Flitz, costing from twelve to thirty- three dollars; two
from local shipper's at the prevailing market Trice; six from Iowa,
Illinois, and Ohio "breeders at a cost of fifteen to fifty dollars.
Four name "breeders and give cost of last ram purchased as from ten
to one hundred and twenty-five dollars. Two buy of importers at
a cost of forty to seventy-five dollars. One "buys from Oregon or
Michigan "breeders at a cost of one hundred and fifty to two hun-
dred and fifty dollars each.
QUESTION 15 Age and approximate weight of rams.
The age and approximate weight of "breeding rasas are-
Ho. Breeding of rem Age years "."ei^-ht 11
1 Oxford 1-4 500
o R&mbouillet 1-5
«7 Shropshire Yearling 175-200
6 Shropshire Yearling 140
8 Shropshire Yearling 2Q0
9 Oxford (grade) 1 125
17 Shropshire
Leri.no
2
2
175
175
20 Shropshire Yearling 175
24 Romney Marsh
Hampshire
Shropshire
5
Yearling
2
250
200
200
25 Shropshire 1-6 175-200
55 Shropshire
Delaine
1-5
1-5
1 75
175
56 Shropshire Yearling 150-200
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ITo
.
Breeding of ram Age yetrs «/eigr.t xos •
59 Shropshire 2
4-U Shropshi re 9 rj<C — <J
42 Shropsh ire O
46 Cxfo rd 1 80
49 Oxford (gri.de i 1 -IOC"125
51 Shropshire (grade Yearl ing 100— 200-
r- r>D£ Shropshire (grade
bc> C'Xford (grade) 1 (older preferred)
Shropshire inn 9 nn
by Shro]" shire o t~\r\CKJKJ
71 Shropshire 160- <o00
•7 9 ojiropsHirf! o £UU
/ O Shropshire 1-4
79
220 Shropshire 2-0 250
Pron the answers given, one learns that r&ns are used
at gges rrnging fror. one to eight years with a weight ranging fror
eighty to three hundred pounds
.
The "breed, age, and weight are as
^ollo
Breed Ilimher of rams are Average Weight.
Romney Marsh 1
.
250
Eanps'::ire ] Yearling 200
Shror shire 15 2-0 195
Shropshire 7 1-2 16
Oxford
: 4 1-4 159
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Breed Number of rams age Average weight
i:erino 2 2 175
Cotswold 1 Yearling 250
QUESTION 16 Do you use rams of the sane breed contin-
uously? If not how often do you change,
and give reasons for so doing.
In answer to the "Do you use rains of the same breed
continuously?*'
,
eighteen reply that they use rams of one "breed
continuously, five change "breeds, and five do not answer. One
man changes each year, another replies that he does not think it
advisable to keep sheep upon one farm continuously, and a third
believes that a change of the breeds of rams used is a benefit to
the flock.
QUESTION 17 law many years do you keep the same ram?
Do you breed him to his get?
In reading the answers to this question, one learns
that one man uses a ram for five years but does not breed him to
his get. Seventeen use a ram for two years and occasionally use
him the third year. Four use the same ram only one year. Twenty-
five do not breed the ram to his get and the other three do not
follow out the practice of breeding him to his get. The general
tendency is to use a ram for two years with no in-breeeding.
QUESTION 18 Give time of lambing; give approximate
time when first lambs are born; the last.
The time of lambing, according to the answers, extends
from January to the lest of May, Most of the lambs come in March
and are out of the way when the spring work begins. The time
of lambing and the number that have lambs come in that period are
as follows:
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Ntunlj e r Period
6 March 1 to April 1
o last of February to the middle of Ilarch
4 February to April
1 Larch 20 to Larch SI
1 March 1 to April 10
1 April
1 Larch 1 to April 20
1 January 1 to April 1
1 Larch 1 to 15
s Larch to Lay
Larch 1 to 20
1 Larch 25 to April 20 '
1 Larch 10 to April 5
1 . February on
1 January to May
QUESTION 19 Cn the hasis of the number of eres placed
with rams Five percent of lambs raised to
marketable age.
The following tabulation summarizes the answers receiv-
ed to this question:
Percent Ko. of "breeder Total
20 51 1
50& 7 5 8, 79 . 2
80-100 9, 17, 24, 25, 55, 56, 55,' 62, 69, 71, 72, 75, 14
-
. 76, 220
125&1S0 1, 40 2
155 .1150 20, 59, 52 g
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Six did not rerly to the preceding question. It will
Toe seen that fourteen men report th&t according to the number of
ewes jlaced with rams they market eighty to one hundred percent
lambs. Cne- man reports tv.enty percent, hut that is so low that
it must he for only one year.
QUBSTIOB 20 At what age do you wean your lambs and
how do you treat them afterward?
QUESTION 21 Do you dock and castrate lambs? At what
age? If not, why?
The following summary gives the general content of
thf> answers received to the preceding questions:
1 weans at six months and gives corn end oats. He does not
castrate as he raises breeding stock.
2 weans at three and a half or four months and allows them to
run on grass. Docks, and castrates culls, raises breeding
stock.
3 weans at five months and then allows to run on Tass and feed
oats and bran.
6 lets ewes wean them. Docks and castrates only the late lambs
that have to be carried over.
8 weans at four to five months, gives fresh pasture. Docks and
castrates at six weeks of age.
9 weans ram lambs at six months, ewes wean others. Gives corn
or oats if pastured in stubble. Docks but does not castrate.
Does not keep pure bred flock.
17 weans at five months, feeds well afterward. Docks and cas-
trates at six weeks.
20 weans at four months, gives oats and fresh pasture. Docks
and castrates at three weeks,
24 weans at five months. Iambs then run in stubble in which
rape and clover were sown with the oats. They run here and
in the meadow or corn field for six weeks and arc then sold.
They ere docked and castrated at ten to tv.enty-one days.
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25 weens at 110 days. "Docks: and castrates at ten days of £ge.
35 weans at five months, gives some grain and good pasture.
36 weens after threshing, turns into rye or clover field and
gives some grain. Docks end eastrates at two weeks of age.
39 weans at seven months. Docks and cestretes et thirty days.
40 weans at six or seven months, fives fresh pasture with some
prain or corn field. Docks and cestrates at six to ei^h.t
weeks
.
42 wetns ^eptemher first and turns lamhs into corn field. Docks*
and ctstretes et ten to fourteen deys.
46 sells at seventy rounds weight and docks.
49 lets ewes wean lamhs and does not lock or castrate.
51 we^ns at four months and feeds. Does not dock or castrate.
52 weans when sold. Docks at one or two days of age and cas-
trates at one month.
53 sells what are culled out in August, weans the ewes left.
Docks the best ewes at one week of age. Has grade flock.
62 weans at three to four months. Docks and castrates at five
to ten days.
69 sells at three or four months. Docks only ewe lamhs kept.
71 weans at five months. Does not dock.
72 weans at four to six weeks "before "breeding ewes and gives
ground grain and froeh gesture. Docks at ten to twenty-
one days. Raises "breeding stock.
73 Docks end cestretes when small.
76 weans at four months, l^ts run in corn field with pasture or
clover. Docks end castrates.
79 ^ives hri.n and oets. Docks £.nd c;strates.
-20 lets ewes wean them. Docks and castrates at one month.
Eighteen "breeders wean the lamhs at three to six
months of age with the most of them "being weaned at five or six
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months. Two wean the lambs at seven months, one sells at three
or four months and does not wean the lambs.. Four do not answer
and it is to be inferred that they let the ewes wean the lambs.
The general jractice is to give the lambs fresh pas-
ture when weaned or to turn them into the corn fields in addition
to pasture in the meadows. Eight men feed grain in addition to
the pasture the lambs have when weaned. One man provides fresh
pasture by sowing rape two and a half quarts and clover four
quarts per acre when the o&ts are sown.
Fifteen dock and castrate tk<= lambs at five days to
six weeks of are. Eight dock and do not castrate the lambs.
One man castrates the Hate lambs that have to be held over the
winter. Two dock the eves that are to be kept in the flock.
One men docks all and castrates the rams culled out as unfit to
sell as breed ing stock.
QUESTION 22 How do you feed and care for your ev.es
(a) from the time they are bred until the;,
lamb; f b] from lambing until lambs are
weaned; (c) after weaning until time for
breeding?
QUESTION 25 How do you care for your rams fa) during
breeding season; (b) out of breeding
season? fc) Do you allow them to run
with the ewee duriiir the period of preg-
nancy.
QUESTION 24 Do you feed grain, hay, or other feeds to
lambs while they are suckling; what and
how much? At what age do you begin and
how long do you continue? Do you have
special crops such as rye or rare for
ewes and lambs during the suckling period
The summaries of each answer to the above questions
are as "follows:
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1 During period of pregnancy ewes are fed oats, corn, and clo-
ver hay. Bran is added to the ration after lambing. After
weaning the lambs, the ewes are turned to pasture.
The ram rrms with the ewes continuously durine- the breeding
se&son. Out of season, he is fed with e bunch of yearling
rams. The ram is not allowed with the ewes during the per-
iod of rregnancy.
lambs are fed bran and oats in a creej before weaning.
2 During the breeding season, ewes are fed oats, corn ensilage
and fodder.
The rams run with the ewes continuously.
The lambs are given no grain until weaned
o The ewes run on pasture and are fed very little grain. They
are confined only in stormy weather.
The rams are fed a little ^rain once per day during the
breeding season. Thny do not run with the ewes during the
period of pregnancy.
The lambs are fed a little grain as soon as they will eat
and this is continued through weaninf time. Sometimes r&re
is p-rov/n for the floch.
6 The ewes run on blue grass until fall when they are fed
corn fodder and clover hay until the pasture is good again.
The rams run with the ev.es except for a period from July 20
October 10.
There is usually a rye field to be pastured in the spring.
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8 The ewes run on pasture, when pasture is short corn fodder
is fed. Glover and cowpea hays are fed during lambing time.
Rams have the sane as the ewes and run with the ev.es except
at lambing time.
Flock runs on good "blue grass pasture.
9 Ewes run on pasture and stalks until the weather is had and
then they are fed corn, oats, hran, corn fodder, and clover
hay, and run in wheat field. They then run on pasture until
breeding season.
The rem has the same care as the ewes and is seldom kept
after the "breeding season.
17 Ewes- are fed on corn, oats, clover hay, and good "blue grass
Jpasture, with more after lambing* After weaning the lambs,
the ewes run in blue grass pasture.
The rams are given the same feeds as the ewes and they do not
run with the ewes during the period of pregnancy.
The lambs have all the corn, oats, and clover hay they will
clean up while suckling, from the time they will eat until
marketed. Special forage crops are grown for the ewes and
lambs
.
20 Ewes have run of farm with oats and clover hay. Aft°r lamb-
ing they are fed grain and hare run of pasture, and after
weaning lambs arc kept on good pasture.
The rams are fed oats during breeding season. Cut of breed-
ing season they am kept serarate and well fed. They are
not allowed with ewes during the period of pregnancy.
Iambs are fed grain, one fourth pound per day as soon as
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they "ill eat and for a"bout sixty days. Rave is usually
grown for them and rye also, when conditions are favorable.
24 Ewes have the run of the farm until the weather is "bad, then
in lots and pastures near the sheep "barn and corn fodder,
clover and alfalfa hay are fed at night. One pint of oats
is fed per ewe "beginning six weeks "before lambing. They
have all they want to eat after lambs are one week old.
During the summer the ewes have the run of entire farm.
Rams are fed alfalfa hay and Ocits during "breeding season end
run in blue grass pasture during the day. Rams do not rim
with ewes except for a period about two weeks after breed-
ing, to catch ewes that were not bred at first. They are
fed oats and alfalfa until spring when they ar^ turned with
cows on pasture. They ara not al loved with ewes during
period of pregnaney.
A creep is used and lambs have a chince to eat as much as
they want of corn, oats, and alfalfa hay. Ewes and lambs
have good pasture of white clover and blue grass and some-
times rye, rape and clover.
25 EWes have blue grass pasture and shock corn in the winter.
The rams run with the ewes continuously.
The lambs have no special fe-ds.
35 Before breeding the ewes have pasture, then corn, corn fod-
der, and clover hay as the season advances. Corn is fed
until the grass is "strong".
The ram is pastured until two weeks before the breeding
season and then is fed some grain, and if kept separate
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from the ewes is fed a variety of grains.
No special crops are grown for the ev.es and lambs and no
grain is given them.
The eves run on pasture and stubble fields where r&pe has
been sov.n and in stalk fields. They are fed clover and
alfalfa hay with a little grain when the pasture "becomes
short and after lambing they are fed more liberally.
The rams run with the ewes during the "breeding season and
during the period of pregnancy. At other times they have
a small pasture with a shed.
Lambs are given some grain until good pasture comes. Some
rape is used hut usually they have clover and timothy.
The ewes have the run of the farm until had weath~r c.nd
during lamhing time when corn, oats, clover hay, and corn
fodder are fed. This feeding continues until they again
have the run of the farm.
The rams are treated the same as the ewes tnd run with them
continuously.
The lambs are fed some grain during the suckling period.
The ewe? have the run of the farm, "being kert in ti e ham
or shed at lanbinp* time; and fed corn, oats, and clover hay
until grass comes.
The ran runs with the flock.
Sometimes rape is sov.n for fall pasture.
The ewes rough it in the pasture with some clover hay at
night. Some oats uro fed three weeks before lamhing and

this continues until there is good grass.
The rams run with the ewes during the period of pregnancy.
No grain is fed to the ewes after they are turned out to pas-
ture hut there is usually a clover field in addition to the
"blue grass pasture.
Ewes are pastured and run in the stalks except during severe
weather and "before lambing, when they are fed oats and alfal-
|j
fa hay.
The rans run with the ewes continuously until after the
breeding season when they are sold.
The lambs have access to alfelfa hay and rape pasture.
Ewes are on rasture excert during extremely bai. weather and
are then fed clover hay and a little frrain. Ewes and lambs
have the same attention.
The ewes have pasture, silage, and clover hay all the time.
Iambs are fed ground corn and oats and clover hay with rye
pasture for the flock.
The flock has the run of the pasture.
The ram is removed ahout one month before the ewes begin to
lamb
.
Ground oats snd corn are fed to the lambs as soon as they
will eat.
The ewes run on rosture until. January first if the weather is
good. Then oats and clover hay with plenty of salt and water
are given. They are fed the the same ration until they are
turned out to pasture.
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Rams are not allowed with eres during the rcriod of preg-
nancy.
Ho special crops are from for the ewes and lambs.
Ewes are pastured until January fifteenth. Then clover hay
is fed at night with oats and bran during- lambing and until
grass comes.
The rams run with the ewes all the time.
The lambs are fed bran and oats as long as they will eat
them
.
The entire flock runs on pssture.
A little grain is fed to the ewes after weaning the lambs.
After mating, oats, shelled corn, clover hay, and corn
fodder are fed to ke n p them in firm flesh. The grain ration
is increased after lambin^ and bran is added.
The rams have the same treatment as the ewes and are kept
from the ewes only a short time before breeding season.
Jambs are fed ground corn, bran, and sweet clover hay, and
this is continued until the grass is p-ood. Rye pasture has
caused scours but rape has proved very satisfactory.
The rams run with the ewes during the period of pregnancy.
The whole flock has good pasture.
Ewes are fed grain, clover hay, and silage from time of
breeding through lambing. Then are given good pasture, and
run in stubble just so as to be kept on the gain.
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76 The rams are treated the sane as the ev/es and run with their.
during the period of pregnancy. Out of breeding season,
they are given grain if necessary.
79 Ewes run on pasture until a short tine "before lambing, when
they are fed some oats and bran. This feeding continues
until they are on good pasture again.
Iambs are fed grain, and no srecial crops are grown for the
flock.
220 The ewes have plenty of exercise and a shed to run into.
They have shock corn and straw for feed and later are fed
oats and clover hay.
The ram is allowed with the ewes during the period of
pregnancy.
Rape is sometimes used for fall pasturage.
QUESTION 25 Crops grown on the farm. Yield.
The yield of corn ranges from forty to eighty bushels
per acre, oats thirty to sixty-seven bushels, wheat eight to
thirty bushels, rye twenty-six to thirty bushels per acre,
barley thirty bushels, and cowpeas ten to twenty bushels. Sweet
corn yielded from three and a half to six tons per acr^, clover
and timothy hay one and a half to three tons, alfalfa four and
five tons, cowpea hay one end s half to two tons per acre. Where
there is a p-reat difference in the yields stated, as in corn
which v&ries fron forty to eighty bushels per scrfi, the greater
number reported yields near the lower liril
.
All rrew corn and oats each year and some Mnd of hay.
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Clover was grown in a number of instances as well as timothy.
Wheat and "barley are used more to fill than for any other reason,
and barley is fed in only one case. Alfalfa is reported from five
farms but is fed in only three cases. Cowpea hay has been fed in
two instances. Corn, oats, clover hay, mixed >ay, alfalfa, corn
fodder, and ensilage arp the feeds usually given to the flock.
From these reports of yields and ansvers to the preceding question
it is learned that no s-recial crops are grown for the winter feed-
ing of the flock.
QUESTION 26 Amount of grain and hay sold from the fan::
QUESTION 27 Feeds purchased.
The following tabulations give the answers received to
the two preceding questions;
Ho.
1 sells wheat and buys 5000 bushels of corn, three to five car-
loads of hay, and five to seven tons of cotton seed meal.
2 sells wheat and buys hay and corn, but no commercial feeds as
cotton seed or linseed meal.
5 sells no rrain and buys hay cotton seed meal and bran.
6 buys corn and cotton seed meal.
9
17 feeds all and buys none.
20 sells 5C00 bushels of frrain and buys none.
24 sells 100 bushels wheat, 1400 bushels oats, 2000 bushels corn
50 tons hay and buys none.
25
55 sells $1000 worth and buys shorts for hogs.
56 sells 1000 to 5000 bushels of corn and buys some hay and bran,
59 sells very little and buys some mill fe-d.
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40
42
46 sells none end buys sweet corn, hay, tankage, shorts, and
pro und c o rn
.
49 sells some and "buys shorts, bran, and stock food.
51 sells none and "buys none.
52 sells 2000 "bushels of corn, *1700 worth of sweet corn, .;,1 571
yeas; and "buys two or three tons of sugar feed "bran and
molasses alfalfa.
55 sells none and "buys none.
62 sells none and "buys corn.
6 9 sells none and buys 400 "bushels of corn.
71 sells none and "buys none.
72 sells some grain and timothy hay and "buys some "bran for sheer
75
76 sells some hay.
79 sells none and "buys oats, bran, mill feed, and some corn.
220 sells 5000 bushels of oats and fifty tons of hay; and "buys
corn.
From these answers one concludes that the most of the
men answering the questions practice a combined system of grain
and live stock farming. Three sell grain or hay and do not pur-
chase any feeds. Pour sell none and buy none. Ten sell some and
purchase some. Six sell none and purchase some. One man mentions
that he buys bran for his sheer. Five do not answer.
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QUESTION 28 Eow many months in the year are your sheer
aliored on pastures and fields, end over
how much of your farm are they allowed to
graze in a twelve month reriod?
QUBSTIOB 29 Y/hat kinds of rasture, forage , and after-
math are grazed over by the sheer during
the year? If possible state acreage of
each. Give estimate of value ol pasture
and forage consumed by sheep. To what
extent do sheep share rasture, forage, and
aftermath with other livestock. If you
have a record of the number of sheep and
the number of days they were allowed on
certain areas of pasture, forage or after-
math, kindly submit same.
The following answers were received to the preceding
Questions
:
No.
1 pastures flock nine months over 100 acres. The flock shares
rasture with cattle, hogs, and horses.
2 pastures flock ten months over 230 aerres, of blue grass,
white clover, timothy, and stubble.
5 leaves the flock on pasture all the time and over as much of
the farm as possible.
6 pastures nine months over most of the farm.
8 gives the sheej the run of some fields all the time. They
are moved from field to field as conditions demand. They pas
ture over low-ground wild grass, blue grass and clover.
9 pastures the flock nine months except when there is a meadow
for spring plowing, then they are allowed on pasture al] the
time. Graze over forty acres wild grass, ten to twenty of
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9 of tame grass, and timothy and clovor. They are changed
from field to field as they need it. Value of pasture is
five dollars per acre.
17 Sheep have run of pasture tnj time &nd graze over entire
farm. They graze over rape, clover, blue grass, rye, and
corn fields. Twenty dollars is the estimated value of the
food consumed per month for the flock of tv. ; o hundred. They
do not share pasture with other stock much of the time.
20 The sheer have access to the entire farm sometime during the
year if the weather permits. They rraze over twenty- five
acres of timothy pasture, sixty acres of stubble, both the
pasture and the stubble have clover: 115 acres of stalks,
and one to five acre plots of rye. The sheej consume about
seventy per cent of the feed.
24 Sheep run on pasture ten months over entire farm. They
graze over 140 acres of blue grass; forty acres stubble with
rape and clover; 100 acres of corn stalks; forty of meadow,
and three of rye. Sheep and other stock run together from
May until December. The sheep consume one-third of tie feed.
25 Sheer rim all the year and are shifted from pasture to
X as ture .
35 Sheep run twelve months over all the fields that are fenced
They graze over blue grass, clover, timothy, and stubble.
Generally consume two -thirds of the pasturage.
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pastures his sheep eight months and they graze over the entire
farm in that -period. They graze over timothy and blue grass,
End alfalfa and blue grass rastures; stubble with rape and
clover; corn fields with rape. Eight or ten sheep are cal-
culated to graze over as much pasture as one steer or horse.
By sowing rape in the corn and stubble, flock can be pastured
from August 1 to January 1 on ground that would not be used
other wise.
Sheep graze over clover, timothy, and blue grass,
uses two to four pastures of blue grass, clover and timothy;
and changes sheer often from one to another,
pastures sheep nine months on forty acre pasture and rest of
farm when the crops are off.
leaves the sheep out practically all year, usually in the tim-
ber. The:/ graze over blue p-rass, rape; and ovo v blue °-rass,
clover and alfalfa last year.
_
They share pasture with cattle.
rastures six months and the sheer have ranp-e of the farm the
other six. They graze over blue grass, clover, oat stubble,
and corn stalks.
pastures seven months. The sheep graze over twenty acres and
the grain fields when fenced. They have blue grass pasture,
pastures sheep eight months on twenty acres,
allows sheep over entire farm at some time during the year,
pastures nine months over eighty acres of clover, timothy,
and sprouts.
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71 pastures twelve months in fields where other stock will not
do well.
72 gives sheer access to pasture except when snow is deep.
They prase over "blue grass, clover and timothy, and oat stub
hie. They arp put into corn fields if corn stands up well.
The ewes run on hlue grass pasture for they seem to get into
"better breeding condition.
73 pastures for eight months. n ne acre pastures five sheep.
They graze over blue grass, timothy, and clover.
76 pastures seven to eight months over the whole farm except for
the fall wheat and young clover. They have blue grass, oat
and wheat stubble.
79 pastures twelve months over two hundred acres of clover and
timothy, and blue grass. Sometimes they pasture with other
stock.
220 pastures sheep ten months. They have run of entire farm.
QUESTION 45 Give reasons for keeping sheep on your
farm.
In connection with ouestions 28 and 29, question 45
was considered. The following is a summary of the answers
received to the nuestion "Reasons for keeping sheep on your
farm"
:
Out of the twenty-six answers received, nineteen in-
volve in their answers th*5 utilization of what would other-
wise be waste materials as; weed patches, fence rows and
lanes, and the pasturage of rough ground that other stock
cannot crop. Six keey sheep because they are profitable.
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One keeps sheer "because he loves them. Mine keep sheep because
they benefit the land and give a profit in addition to cleaning
up waste. Six keep them "because they clean uj what would other-
wise he waste as weed patches and pasturage along fence rows.
Three keep them because they clean up weeds and are profitable,
and one keeps sheep because they help to maintain fertility.
From the answers to the three preceding questions, it
is ascertained that sheer to a very great extent utilize the
waste feeds around the farm. They feed and net a profit where
the other stock could barely live. The flocks are small when
compared with those that were once kept in this section of the
country. The flock acts much as scavengers, cleaning up what
the other stock wi]] not eat or leave in the pastures. They
have no special care either summer or winter when compared to
that p-iven to the other stock, yet according to the replies,
they return a jrofit.
iiUESTI013 30 How many months are sheep fed harvested
feeds and name the kinds of feeds used.
QUESTION 51 If possible state the amounts fed and the
cost of producing these feed.
QUESTION 52 State cost and nature of buildings and
equipment used for sheep.
The following tabulation summarizes the answers that
were received to the above ouestions:
Ho,
1 Sheep are fed corn, oats, ?,nd clover hay for three months.
The basement of the barn is used during lambing.
2 Sheep are fed harvested feeds for four months. They are fed
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2 in sheds and there is little equipment,
3 Sheep have open sheds except in lambing when "barn is sometimes
used.
6 Sheep are fed clover and fodder for four months.
8 Sheep are fed harvested fe^ds four months. They are fed corn
with corn fodder and clover hay while suckling lambs . They
have a shed built against the barn.
9 Sheep are fed harvested feeds three months. The sheep barn
is twenty by thirty feet in size and cost three hundred dollars
17 Sheer are fed corn, oats, barley, and clover hay for five
months. The barn cost $2000.
20 The sheep are fed clover hay and shock fodder three months.
The sheds used cost one hundred and fifty dollars.
24 Sheep are fed harvested feeds as; oats, corn, speltz, corn
fodder, alfalfa, clover hay. The amounts fed and the cost
of production are as follows. The flock contains 12C sheep.
75-100 bu. oats or speltz which cost to produce 20^ per bu.
100 bu. corn which cost to produce 25/ " n
10 tons alfalfa hay which cost |2.50 to $3.00 rer ton.
75 shocks fodder which cost ZOq! to produce.
A round sheep barn, forty-four feet in diameter, built out of
old material at a cost of -"'150 is used.
25 Sheep are fed harvested feeds four months. A barn is used.
55 Sheej are fed harvested feeds two to four months. Winter
feeds are ear corn, shock corn, corn stover, clover hay, and
blue grass pasture. They are placed in a shed only at
lambing time.
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36 Sheep are fed oats, corn, clover and alfalfa hay, and some
roots from three to four months of the year. The corn crib
and a corner of the barn and the hey mow as emptied are used
during lambing time.
39
40 Sheep are fed harvested feods two or three months. The barn
is twenty-five by fifty feet in size.
42
46 The sheep hav<=> a lean-to shed for shelter.
49
51 Sheep are fed corn, oats, clover hay, and silage four months.
The shed ojens to the south.
52 Sheep are fed harvested feeds five months of the year. These
feeds are; oats, sweet corn, corn silage, stalhs, and oat straw
53 Sheep are fed four months on oats and clover hay. One pint
of oats per ewe each day and all the clover hey they will eat
without any being wasted. They have a shed off the hay barn
twelve by thirty feet in size.
69 Sheep are fed harvested feeds four months. Feeds are clover
and fodder with oat hay occasionally. They are kejt in the
general farm barn.
62 The sheep are fed corn, oats, and clover hay four months of
the yeer.
71 Sheer rough it on pasture ell the time.
72 SheeT are fed grain end hay when frost comes. The sheep barn
j
for thirty-five ewes cost three or ^our hundred dollars.
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73 Sheer ar® fed- corn, oats, hay, and fodder four months of the
year. They are housed only in had weather.
76 Sheer aro harvested feeds five months. These feeds are;
corn, oats, silage, clover hay, corn fodder, and straw. They
have run of shed facing the south.
79 Sheer are fed some grain, alfalfa, and clover hay for three
months. The sheep shed cost two hundred and fifty dollars.
220 Sheep are fed harvested feeds two months and have the run of
a good shed.
There were twenty-five answers to these questions.
Sheep are fed harvested fends from two to five months of t?e year *
These feeds consist of; corn, oats, barley, clover or alfalfa hay,
corn fodder, and ensilage. The amounts of feed that are used are
given in only two cases. Four men have hams used exclusively
for sheep and. the remainder use either the general farm harn or
sheds. There is one exception to this for one man provides no
shelter whatever for his sheep.
QUESTION 33 Give estimate on total cost of maintaining
sheep for twelve months, including such
items as cost of harvesting feeds, lahor,
pasture, shelter, and interest on invest-
ment .
Sight estimates on the cost of maintaining a sheep for
one year were received. Three give the cost at three dollars,
one at {3.80 to 3.00, one at {2.00 to 2.50, one at $2.40 not
including pasture, one at $3. 75 , and one who allows his sheep to
rough it the entire year, at twenty-five cents per head. This
last is too low to he considered for the amount given would scared
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pay the interest on the investment.
QUESTION 44 17}?at valuation would 7/011 pel ce on the
manure from one hundred sheep for one year
Six definite valuations ranging from sixty-five to one
hundred and fifty dollars were received in the answers to the pre-
ceding question. One men says that the manure from one hundred
sheep for one year would equal that from a carload of cattle. Sev
eral make note to the effect that they realize it is very valuable
Three estimate the value of the manure from one hundred head of
sheep for one year at seventy-five dollars, one at sixty-five dol-;
lars, one at one hundred dollars, and one at one hundred and fifty||
Taking the value of the manure at seventy-five cents
per head and the cost of maintainance at three dollars per head
per year, the cost of keeping a sheep is six and one-fourth mills
per day.
QUESTION 39 Do you dip your sheep; how often; what dip
do you use?
The summary of the answers to the ouestion in regard to
dipping* is as follows: Six dip twice per year, seven dip once per
year, two dip occasionally, one dipped once nsinn- crude oil and ha
not found it necessary to repeat the experience, eight have never
dipped and four fail to answer. All use the proprietary dips
found on the market. The coal tar preparations have the prefer-
ence .
QUESTION 54 Give time of marketing lambs and sheej.
Approximate weight of lambs and of sheep
at time of marketing.
QUESTION 55 Do you ship to market direct or sell to
localbutchers or drovers? what conditions
in your locality, if any, discourage ship-
ping to the open market directly?
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QUESTICil 26 If possible, state net prices received per
cwt., or per head for sheep and lambs in
190 7, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912.
Summaries of the answers to the three preceding- ques-
tions are as follows:
Uo.
1 sells rams for "breeding jurposes at twenty-five dollars for
lambs and fifty for yearlings.
2 markets culls in June shipping direct to market.
5 sells yearlings as breeders.
6 ships direct to market, buying those of the locality.
8 sometimes sells when Ismbs are one hundred pounds in weight,
often keeps them until spring. Sells to local shipper because
he has not a carload.
9 markets earliest lambs in July at ninty pounds, later ones in
January at 106 to 108 pounds. "Ewes weigh one hundred and
thirty-five to one hundred and forty pounds. Sells to local
buyer. Trices received; 1909 04.50 per head, 1910 JlO.CO rer
ewe for ewes and lambs after lambing, 1911 $4,63 rer head,
1912 lambs *6.74 per head.
17 markets when they are fat, on the open market at 85 to 160
pounds weight. Prices 1910 *,5.75, 1911 $6.00, 1912 ? .5O.
24 sells in the fall, lambs weighing sixty to seventy rounds,
sheep ninty to onp hundred, on the Cbicago market. Prices:
1907 |5.4( per head 1911 *4.10 per cwt.
1912 lambs "6.50;sheep $3.75.1908 5.50 per cwt.
1909 6.50
1910 6.65 TT fl
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50 sells in the fall to a local drover, lambs weighing one hun-
dred -rounds, ewes one hundred and fifty rounds.
25 sells on the Chicago market.
35 sells to local drover at a weight of sixty-five to one hun-
dred pounds. The trouble is in not having a carload and in-
equality in size, and condition.
36 sells in .December and in June to local local drover at weights
of GO- 75 and 140-200 pounds. Ships when a car can be filled.
Local butchers do not pay a good enough price and there is
much difficulty in filling a car.
39 sells from September to April to local dealers, prices:
1910 $7.00 per cwt., 1911 "'6.25, 1912 $6.00.
40 sells lambs in September or October at eighty pounds, sheep at
125 to 150 rounds, on the oren market. Trices; 1910 (7.65
per cwt.
42 markets lambs usually about December 1, weighing 100 pounds.
prices: 1911 $5.50, 1912 "6.00.
46 sells ram lambs in July weighing seventy pounds, to local
drovors. Irice 1912 ^5.00.
49 ships to market. 1912 price £5.00.
51 markets in early spring and late fall at weights of 80 and
120 pounds, both locally and on the open market. The average
price received for the last six years is £6.00 per cwt.
52 sells in April, May,
.or June, lambs at 60-110 pounds, sheep
150-200 pounds; on the Peoria market. Prices; 1910 £8.00
1911 £6.00
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53 markets lambs at four to six months weighing eighty to one
hundred pounds, on the open market. Prices:
1907 lambs $6.25 per head sheep per head
1908 " 5.00 ,T " n 06.15 "
1909 " 5.50 " " 6.00 TT
1910 TT 5.50 " TT ,T
1911 " 4.75 "
1912 " 5.75 " n " 4.60 "
62 sells according to the condition of the market.
69 markets some at three months weighing fifty-four pounds and
the remainder at five months weighing eighty pounds. cells
to a local drover because of the small number raised by one
man. Prices; 1911 lambs f7.75 and $6-00.
71 sells the last of June et sixty-five pounds for the weight of
the lambs and ISO for the ewes, sells to a local dealer or
on the open market. Prices 1911 $25, 1912 *:20 yer head.
72 sells in June or July weighing from seventy to ninty pounds,
to local drovers. Prices.
1907 ":6.00 1910 $7.00
190R 6.00 1911 5.00
1909 7.00 1912 5.50
73 sells at four or five months when they weigh seventy pounds,
on the open market. 1912 price $7.00 per cwt.
76 sells in late fall or winter at seventy pounds weight direct
on open market. Prices; 1910 $8.50, 1911 £6.65, 1912 $7.40.
79
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220 sells on the Chicago market when lambs weigh 100 pounds.
Trices that vere ohtained for lambs are as follows:
1907 $5.40 *6. 00. '6.25*
1908 5. 50 5. 00* 6.00
1909 4.50* 6. 50 5.50* S7.00
1910 6 .65 7. 00 7.65 8.00 |5.50* $8.50
1911 4.62* 4. 10 6.25 6.00 5.50 4.75* •57.75
.J5.00§6 .65
1912 6.74* 6
.
50 6.00 6.65 5 . 00 5. 75* 5.50 7.00 7 .40
* indicates that Trice given was per head.
Iambs are marketed from June until the following April
and the weight varies with the age ranging from sixty to one hun-
dred and ten pounds. The sheep are often marketed at the same
time as the lambs, defending upon their condition and the pre-
vailing market Trice. The fact there is so few sheep in a local
-
ity discourages the breeder from marketing his own animals and
also discourages breeding. It is difficult for a man to fill
out a carload when he does not have enouph of his own breeding.
Then even if he can fil] out the carload, the animals are often
of the grade and quality to make an uneven looking shipment.
Three men produce pure bred stock to supply other breeders end
for that reason sell on the open market only the animals that
are culled out as unfit for breeding stock.
QUESTION 37 Give method of shearing and average weight
of fleece.
QUESTION 58 Method of sheering, by hand or by machine;
cost per head; kind of twine used; kind of
sacks and cost.
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Ho.
1 shears with machine, fleece averages eleven pounds end ties
with woo] twine.
2 shears by hand at a cost of 15/ rer head, fleece averaged uj
until the lest two years fifteen pounds, last two years elev-
en pounds. Jute and India twine are used for tying fleece
and wool sacks for haling.
Z shears hy hand, .Shropshire fleeces average eight to ten pounds
Cotswold twelve to eighteen rounds. 'Vool twine is used.
6 shears "by hend at a cost of 10^ per head. V.rool twine is used
and burlap sacks costing 30 r\
8 shears hy hand, at , a cost of eight and one-third cents. Uses
wool twine and hemp sacks furnished hy the cony any shipped to. !
Fleeces average eight rounds.
9 shears hy hand at a cost of eight and one-third cents jer
head. fleeces average seven and one-fourth pounds and are
tied with wool twine put into harness sacks.
17 shears hy hand at a cost of 10^ per head. Fleeces avercge
ten pounds and are tied with wool twine and placed into wool
sacks
.
2") shears with machine at a cost of 12<"', fleeces average ten
pounds. Uses wool twine and sacks furnished hy purchaser.
24 shears with machine at a cost of 5-6/. Fleeces of Shropshire
average eight or nine rounds, western six to seven pounds,
ties with wool twine and uses wool seeks furnished by buyer.
25 shears by hand at a cost of lOr7 per head.
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25 shears "by hand at a cost of 10 v each, fleeces average seven
and one-third pounds and are tied with wool twine. Uses
woo] sacks furnished "by purchaser.
36 shears with machine at a cost of lOr7 per head. Fleeces
average 10 pounds and are tied with wool twine. Sacks are
furnished at a cost of twenty-five cents.
39 shears "by hand at a cost of 10$/. Fleeces average eight
pounds, wool twine and wool sacks are furnished.
40 shears "by hand at a cost of 10/. Fleeces average eight to
nine -pounds. Uses wool twine and wool sacks.
42 uses machine, and wool twine. Fleeces average ten pounds.
46 shears with machine. Fleeces average eleven pounds.
49 shears by hand at a cost of !££§ </ • Fleeces average ten and
a half pounds and are tied with flax tv. ine.
51 uses a machine at a cost of 15^ per herd. Fleeces average
twelve pounds and are tied with wool twine. Purchaser sut -
plies the srcks.
52 shears "by hand at a cost of 10 to 15^ per head. Fleeces
average seven to ten rounds and are tied with wool twine.
The purchaser furnisl es the seeks.
53 shears by hand. Fleeces average ten pounds. Uses wool
twine for tying fleece.
62 shears with machine at a cost of 10/. Average weight of
fleeces seven to eight pounds. Wool twine and wool sacks
are used.
69 shears "by hand. Fleeces average six and one half pounds,
wool twine is used in tying fleece.
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71 shears with machine at a cost of 10/. Average weight of
fleece in 1912 was seven pounds. Uses wool twine.
72 shears by hand at a cost of 10/. Fleeces average ten pounds
and are tied with wool twine.
73 shears with machine at a cost of 10/ per head. Fleeces
average six to seven rounds and wool twine is us^d.
76 shears hy hand at a cost of 10^. Fleeces average seven to
eight pounds and are tied with wool twine and placed into
wool sacks costing 55^ each.
79 shears hy hand at a cost of 10^. Fleeces average seven to
twelve pounds and are not tied with hinder twine. Sacks
are furnished hy the purchaser.
220 shears hy hand at a cost of ten cents. Fleeces average ten
} ounds and are tied with wool twine.
Eighteen shear hy hand and ten use the machine. Fif-
teen who report the cost of shearing give scale ranging from
eight and one-third cents to fifteen cents jer head. Ten report
the cost as "being ten cents per head. Seven give cost of shear-
ing with machine as from five to fifteen cents, with four rerort-
ing cost at ten cents.
The average weights of fleeces are as follows
Pure "bred Shropshires 6 report average weight 9.7 pounds
lure "bred Oxford 5 'T " n 10. 8 "
Pure hred Cotswold 1 ,T " " 15.0
Pure Ramhouiilet 1 " rT " 11.0 "
Grades f 12 Shropshire) 17 " " " 8.2 "
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QUESTION 40 Do you market wool clean and comparatively
free from "burs and ta"*s?
Tn answer to the a"bove nuestion as to condition of wool
when marketed, practically all reply that they market their woo]
c] ean.
QUESTION 41 Methods of marketing wool - i. e. ; to
local dealers, to "buyers from 8 distance,
to wool commission houses, or to woolen
mills?
QUESTION 42 Hat prices received for woo"1 per pound in;
1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912.
The following tabulation summarizes the answers that
vtere received to the preceding questions.
Ho.
1 markets wool in Indiana. Price for wool in 1912 25^ /.
2 sells to local dealers and in Ohio. Prices received; 1911
20/, 1912 21/.
3 sells to local dealers and to commission houses. Prices;
1911 22c', 1912 24/.
6 sells to wool commission houses in St. Louis.
8 sells to woolen mills, local buyers, and woolen merchants.
9 ships to Weil Eros. Ft. TVayne , Indiana. Trices received;
1911 IB/, 1912 25/.
17 sells to local dealers. Prices; 1910 20/, 1911 18 v , 1912 28/
20 sells to wool firms in Springfield. Irices received; 1911
17/, 1912 23/.
24 sells to wool commission houses. ^rices received:
1907 28/ 1910 Shropshire 20/, Western 15/
1908 17/ icju m ZZ(j n wy
1909 22/ 1912 26/ " 22/
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K5 has tried all three plans. Price, 1912 21^/ to 26^/.
5A sells to commission house or to mills. Price, 1912 21^.
sells to "buyers from a distance. Trices; 1911 20c, 1912 18/.
AO sells to local buyers. Prices; 1910 28/, 1911 20/, 1912 2Ztf.
sells to local dealers. Trices 1911 18/, 1912 25/.
A A sells to commission house in Peoria. Price, 1912 20/.
sells to local dealers. Price, 1912 18/.
sells to local dealers. Trice; 1911 20 y
,
1912 22
A
sells to "buyers from a distance. Trices received:
1907 24^ 1910 18/
1.908 15-17^ 1.911 16/
1909 26/ 1912 22^
sells to local dealers.
69 sells to local huyer. Trice 1911 20/.
71 sells to local dealer. Trice; 1911 25/, 1912 20/.
7? sells to local dealer. Trices received:
1907 26/ 1910 25|-/
1908 16/ 1911 17^-/
1909 50/ 1912 18/
75 sells to local dealer.
7fi a a 1 "1 g^ _L J- O to won"! pnnmi i nn "hnn^pR ^ri pp 1?* 1 ()1 fl PCirS 1 t)V\j\J itUU J \J 1 11.1 1O O 1 J Jl i_VJ UOCO • _ .L 1 / O 1 -L .1 w w I , J_ »/ _1 _1. _L U L ,
1912 18/.
79 sells to local deslers. Prices; 191.1 22/, 1912 20/.
220 sells on the open market as he "buys vrool.

_____________________»-___-__ , ~ — —
—
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The prices received for wool in 1911 and 1912 and the
number receiving it are as follows:
1911 1912
Price ITumher receiving it I rice T-unber receiving
16 y 1 2
17&17i 2 20 *>
18 4 21-21^ n
19 1 22 5
20 4 24 1
22 3 25 1
25 1 26&26£ 2
The average price received for wool in 1911 was 19^-
cents per jound; and the average jrice in 1912 was 22.7 cents.
The prices ranged from sixteen to twenty-five cents in 1911, and
from eighteen to twenty-six end one-half cents in 1912.
Eleven men sell wool to local dealers, six to commiss-
ion houses, four sell to either, two sell to buyers from a dis-
tance, and threo sell in Ohio and Indiana. One man hu;/s wool
and markets it himself. Prom these answers one learns that as
a rule hotter prices are received from an outside "buyer than
from the local dealer.
QUESTION 43 State total annual income from sales of
fa) sheep, fb) lambs , f e ) wool.
There vere six answers to this ouestion and the follow-
ing tahulation summarizes the answers;
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II . Year Amount of Income Total Income Size of
9 1911 £120.89 $120.89 25
1912 146 .82 146.82 25
17 1912 Sheep
lambs
wool
200.00
340.00
400.00
940.00 200
20 1912 Sheep and
lambs
Wool
500.00
175.00
675.00 95
24 1912 Iambs
Wool
400.00
200.00
600.00 124
53 1911 Sheep
Iambs
Wool
21.80
72.65
21.60
1 16 . 05 10
]912 Sheep
Iambs
Wool
41.80
7°. 65
47.50
215.10 10
69 1912 Iambs
Wool
68.00
30.00
98.00 22
76 1912 Iambs
V/ool
450.00
150.00
600.00 ICO
The annual income from one ev.e ranges from $4*45 to
021.51. This last amount is excej tionally high duo to the fact
that Ho. 53 sold out very closely because of the scarcity of feed.
The average annual income per ewe as reported is $5.68. The flock,,
of about one hundred p-ives the best returns.
CiUESTIOU 46 What ere the greatest discouragements to
keeping sheep in your community? Do dogs,
internal parasites, external parasites,
lack of marketing facilities and inade-
quate fencing belong in this list? Which
one is the greatest drawback?
The following tabulation contains the reports that
were received in regard to the discouragements to keeping sheep:
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Discouragement Humber Reporting
Internal parasites 5
Bogs or wolves 10
Internal rarasites and dogs 4
Externa] parasites and dop-s 1
Dogs and prospect of free wool 1
Inadequate fencing and dogs 1
Inadequate fencing 2
Inadequate fencing and parasites 2
Drouth of 1911 1
lack of knowledge of sheej 1
Ho excuse for not raising sheep 1
Seventeen include dogs or wolves as one of the discour-
agements to "breeding sheep. Ten mention rarasites as among the
discouraging factors. Inadequate fencing is mentioned by five.
Ravages "by sheep-killing dogs Is the principal cense for not
keeping sheep and this is followed by trouble due to internal
parasites
.
QUESTION 47 Is the« keeping of sheep as a regular
practice on the increase or decrease in
your community? Why?
QUESTION 48 Have any imrortant changes taken place in
the breeding of the sheep in your commu-
nity in recent years, such as the more com
mon use of pure bred rams, the changing
from one breed to another, or the use of
western ewes?
The following tabulation summarizes the answers to
the preceding two questions:
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Uo. Condition of bheep Breeding County
1 Remains steady. Macoupin
2 Decreasing. lure hreds are used more. Macoupin
3 Decreasing due to low price of wool. Greene
6 Decreasing due to high price of land Greene
8 Increasing. Men do not know or care for sheer. Crawford
9 Remains steady. More pure hreds. Few westerns. Crawford
17 Decreasing. No western ewes. DeWitt
20 "decreasing due to low prices. Use of pure hred
rams
DeWitt
24 Possibly increasing. Western ewes and Shropshire
rams
.
DeWitt
25 More sheep are fed, hut no more hred. DeWitt
55 Decreasing due to lack of fences. DeV/itt
56 Lore small flocks, no large ones as formerly. ^tark
59 Decreasing. Stark
40 Decreasing. Use of western ewes. Eenry
A O4<d Knox
46 Uo change
.
Tazewell
A r\49 Increasing
.
Tazewell
51
52
Increasing, hut dogs are hothermg. Tazewell
Tazewell
53 Hot many sheep in locality. Tazewell
62 No change Coles
69 Increasing. Coles
71 No decrease. Use of western ewes and pure hred
rams
.
Coles
75 Not much change. Coles
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No. Condition of Sheep Breeding County
72 On a level, many went out, "but others cane in. Cumberland
76 About stationary. IIo changes. Warren
79 Decreasing if any change. Greene
220 Ilormal. II o important changes. Ogle.
Twenty-six make some answer to these questions and as
in some cases, the reports differ, yet the answers can "be con-
sidered as dependable for that locality. Five report the keep-
ing of sheep as on the increase in their comiminity. Twelve
report it as steady, and nine as decreasing. Greene, DeWltt,
Stark, and Henry Counties have a decrease in sheep population.
Crawford County reports an increase, while Macoupin, Tazewell,
Coles, Cumberland, Warren, and Ogle Counties report the number
of sheep kept as being about normal
.
The changes mentioned are the use of pure bred rams
and the use of western ewes to a certain extent. Some of the
flocks are beinp- graded up. mhe Shropshire seems to be the
prevailing choice.



